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Los Angeles Zionism: Beginnings and Growth (1901-1929)

Introduction

Historical Perspective

To comprehend the growth and development of the Zionist movement

in Los Angeles,, it is first necessary to examine the milieu in which it

developed o

The latter part of the nineteenth century and the early part of

the twentieth century, witnessed the birth and growth of two

powerful secular competing ideas and movements within world Jewry:

Autonomism" and "Zionism'1. A third competing idea and movement

pre-existed, "Emancipation". However , it also increased its competition^

for the Jewish mind and sou!5 during this same historic period*

3he movements born at this timeff "Autonomisni" and "Zionism were both

folk oriented in that they were predicated upon the idea of Jewish

peoplehood and self-rule. Ihe third idea,, "Emancipation" $ espoused

individualism and was anti-folk and antinationalistic, identifying

Je,wry as purely and simply a religious community, whose mexriber shared the

nationality of the country in which they were located.

"Emancipation" preceeded the other two movements bsr many years,

having been spread by the Napoleonic expansion« However, it continued

to be a major competitor to the newer ideas* Its influence, in fact

played a major role in the division of the Jewish Religion into three

branches. Although it was not limited to Reform Judaism, its ideation

and dynamics caused Reform Judaism to grow. Conservative and Orthodox

Judaism became formalized in response to Reform0



at the tors of the century^ vas at the opposite

extreme to "Emancipation" « Zionism stated that ths Jewish people

constituted a nation^, that it fulfilled all the requirements of

nationhood except the possession of a land* Zionism further stated

that modern Jewry had the historic mission of reestablishing the

Jewish Nation on the land and normalising the Condition of ths

Jexd-sh people* It further ernphasised that the "national homeland"

uhich the Jews must possess and rebuild was the old homeland

which Jews and Jewish civilistion were identified, "Eretz

the "Land of Israel**'Palestine*

^AittcnoB&sm51 occupied ths ndddle ground between the tro extremesc

KAutonomismn also recognized the Jewish people as a people s as did

Zionisra0 However, it still emphasized primary Jewish identification and

allegiance to the countries in which they were located, as did ths

adherents to the idea of "Emancipation"« Keverthe less^ Autonomsia

did not stress participation as equal individuals in those countries,, They

believed instead in Jewish self rule5 as Jews, and in representation,,j ; r 9

through their own coitEJiunii^r^ in the general life of the country0

This was a Federal approach recognising ethnic status in a "wider

society«

Both Zionism and AutonondLsm had variant sub-groups attached to

themc These groups believed in the basic idea and approach of

the general movement with some emphases and departures of their



la Autonoiaism the biggest variant group was the

Yiddisher Arbeiter Bund$n con^only known as the "Bund"*

"Bundists" believed in Autonorism itdxed with socialism^,

TOated Jewish self-rule dominated by the working class and

operating irnder the principles cf Docialis'ms in a -wider state that

was also socialist*,* The Busid grew to be the largest most influential

Autonomist party«

3h$ activity the "Bund" and other Autonomist parties were

predominantly in Russia and Eastern Europe. In the United States^

Btindist, socialist, and Autonomist thinking was represented in thej }

"Arbeiter Ring.*1

Zionism also developed variant forms: territorial! stiij which

accepted Zionist formulations^ but vas xd.lllng to accept any lands

not just "Palestine" ̂ Labor Zionisifl, Religious ^ionissij Religious

labor Zionisms ferxist Socialist Zionism, and super-nationalastic

Zionism,, (Re^risionist Zionism)

At the turn of the centory and in the early twentieth

century^ all three competing Jewish ideas were present in America.

The great waves of Jewish immigration that occured in those years

carried with taesa the ferment of tliese ideas and movement*,

also continued their competition with one another^ on the

American scene«

It is the purpose of this paper to examine the beginnings

and growth of one of these movsment, Zionism^in Los Angeles5

Californ5.as during this peri.od0

This researcher believes th^t such an examination vill

cast light, not only, on Los Angeles but on the Jewish experience



in America in toto» Los Angeles has often been described as

modern America in its essence,. Perhaps,, an mader standing of

the modern American Jewish e;xperience can best be tmderstood

t&rcngh an examination of a consequential Jewish movement

in this "essential America,11 Los Angeles* Ihe formative

years were chosen for this study because it casts light on

the movement as a whole,with its future devolvement,

The Los 'Angeles experience indeed substantiates the statement

that Los Angeles is now American Jewry in microcosm^ although o

it did not begin that way* In America none of the three major ideas

and movements retained their original purity and purpose0 Even

Reform lbmp3Les today predominantly support Israel, thus indirectly

recognising Jewish peoplehood* ^he autonoraistic socialism of the

Bundists dwindled down into the socialism of the "Arbeter Hing" and

then into the Liberalism of the 1vWorkmens Circle" and the general

Jewish Conmrnnityo Early American Zionism never went further than

philanthropic^ political^ financial and moral support of the

creation and maintenance of the State of Israel* It never really-

fostered any prograrmaes of Jewish nationalism such as AHyahg,

extensive, organised nationalistic education (as it did in Europe)

or an ethnic Kehillah demanding primary allegiance * It only supported

the natiop_alism of other Jews outside the United States and in the

State of Israel*

!2Ms support was^and iss also mostly on a philanthropic



and political basis» The problem of Zionism today is that since

practically all Jews and Jewish organisations in America support

Israel on a Philanthropic and political basiŝ  they ar© losing

their fundamental reason for a separate existence,

Ifae American Jewish experience has had the same effect on the

great secular movements as it has had on the great religious

jnovementSo Just as the three religions tendencies are becoming

basically similar so are the formerly warring secular movements

becoming basically similar« 3hey are all "assijnilatory

emancipationist in their struggle to give and maintain the right

of Jews to participate in society as individuals with the rights of

individualso '̂ hey are all folk oriented in their recognition of

the ethnicity of American Jews* ĥey are all Zionists in their

philanthropic and political devotion to the State of Israel and

world Jewry«

Orginally this "vras not true,, îe increments td-th4 their ideals

were real, different and vastly competitive«,

Ibis homogeniaatiou of the secular movements became increasingly

tnie in Los Angeles., however, very early* 'Ihis style of secular

Judaism that was dominaxsbisi Los Angeles at the onset eventually

became the style of secular Judaism of the entire country0 la a

Los Angeles piosieered American Judaism*



Chapter 1» -"

Zionist Beginnings in Los Angeles-First Decade 1901-1910

The inodern American style of philanthropic, political support

can be seen in its onset in Los Angeles0 Victor Harris, the editor

of the Bnai Brith Messenger, the only Anglo-Jewish newspaper in town,

published a significant personal article in his newspaper on April 26.11899*1

Skis article .vas^ in effect, a call upon Los Angeles Jews to organize

-anZion Society.tt His stated reason was Nwe are heartily in favor

of ao^r mo-ve tending to colonize otir do^mtrodden co-religionist*H #1

For more than two years after this appeal^ there was no

organisational response from the approximately 2,500 Jews who

lived in Los Angeles* #2 Ibis was a predominantly German Jewish

#3 ' '

response finally occured* She "Ahabath Zion Society" was

formed in 1901 with Mr« Harris as its first President and Mr. L0

HilLuan as its fi.rst vice president,, %k Appai-ently the majoriiy of

the membership was East European0 Mr. Harris was an exception*

These East European Jews perhaps^ exemplified by MTO HilLjian^

the first vice-president, differed from their president^ in being

ethnic^ cultural Zionists as well as philanthropic 2ionists0 •*?>

Apparently Zionist organizational work and involTement changed

Mr. Harr3.s? himself& 5ie editor of the B*nai Brith Messenger sounded

quite different from his original "call" article of 1899? in a Zionist

News article in 1901 In this article he speaks of Zionism transmlttiiig

"the national language, culture and pride to the young people and

creating their "positve identification with the Jewish Cormnraity*" #6



7.

is a departure from the tone of the Mre Karris of 1899 who

favored a "Zion Society"^ which would merely move "to colonise our

downtrodden co-religionists"» Evidently Mr, Harris was being

affected by his associations Nevertheless, one of Ahsbat Zionss

early members^ writing much later$ described the first president

as remaining basically the same as the picture he paints of his

views in the 1899 "call". #7

Ihe Ahabath Zion Society was subcharted with the Federation of

American Zionists* It therefore was an official part of the

American Zionist movement* Its dues would be considered quite nominal

today,, but was a considerable sacrifice for the type of members

the society attracted, mostly newly arrived Eastern European

Angel^ioSe #8 Meefcigs were held at Foresters Hall, 10?J N. Main

Street every Sunday evening* Attendance at these meetings varied from 5 to

peopleo Harry Fram ( who we will meet again and often in these pages)

was the long time secretary of the society #9 and undoubtedly

had great influence on its worke

She society's activites were economic^ propafcgandistic and social*

It worked for the Colonial Bank and the -Jewish National Funds

economic institutions that supported the Zionist endeavor in Palestinee

One influential member y George Bloora^ started a project of tree

planting in $an Shrsuel and Herzl Forest* Propangandistically, it tried

to interest Gensan Jewish Angelenos^ the "establishment" of that day,

in Zionism.

meinbersy Harry Fram and H« Bloom combined the two basic



Zionist goals of the Organization*, Ihey sat up an entire night

writing letters to every German Jew in Los Angeles asking

them to invest S5oOO in the Colonial Bank to propagandistically
wsellH the German Jewish establishment on the eficacy of Zionism

and enlist their economic support of the endeavorc #10 How this effort

sueeeded is not known but it probably did not fare well*

In the predominantly German Jewish Los Angeles^ the society did

not meet with great success c -&U After nine years of existences there

were only twenty nine members« *12 In terms of membership 12iey

certainly made no gread inroads into the German Jewish eonnffunilgr*

Probably that community's economic participation in Ahabath Zion

projects was also not too extensivec .

It can be surmised that the strength of the idea of ^mancipation
»
caused this lukewarm response to the Zionist appeal in Los Angeles«,

Perhaps it showed a German-Jewish rejection of Jewish nationalism

in favor of adaptation and assimilation into the general coinrminity as

individuals^ If this were true, corroborative evidence would

retrain in the existence of smashing diatribes against Ahabath

Zion and its principles* Such evidence is not extant* Apparently

Ahabath Z±on made few waves* It did not arouse any great pro-

Zionist feeling or Anti-Zionist activity*,

She Teal cause of Ahabath Zions lack of strong irnpact was in the

type of Jewish community that existed in LOS Angeles* It was a minimal

not because it was German but because it was not



concernedly Jewish* Before the first World Wars Jews came as individuals

to Los Angeles* ^ieir Jewish associations and commitments were weakf

imjelledo Tjjis was a new community. They were much more interested

in their own personal problems such a "making a living"e #13

Tfcis individualistic self concern of Los Angeles Jewry would

continue to play an important roll in the ebb and flo&r of Los Angeles

Zionism throughout the decades«

Ahabath'Zion continued to endure* Its members though few in

number, were devoted* Some individaul members such as Harry

Fram were instrumental in uiidwifing the birth of other Zionist

and para-Zionist groups which ultimately greatly eclipsed Ahabath

Zion in membership and economic accomplishment. #llt

Ahabath Zion members George Blooma Harry Fram and Jacob Topinsky were

greatly responsible for the establishment of the "Golden Book

Committee,," This committee supported the Jewish National Fixnd6

*t was also the first attempt to unify all Zionists in a council

at a slightly later time0 *15 ^ne war perD.od and the early

poast war saw the leadership of such Ahabath Zion members as Abraham

Jonah Shapiro* Mr« Shapiro played a leading role during the mandate^

which affected the entire Jewish community #16

The Ahabath Zion Society may not have witnessed any great increase

in tis membership in these years, however it did see the widening of

the Zionist spectrum. A new Zionist group was born in 1902» It was
\* /'

first called Mlhe Yound Zionist" and later the Young Zionist Association
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or Y.ZcA. #1? Active in its birth was the omnipresent Harry Fram

who we will see had a hand in the beginnings of practically all

the early Zionist groupings. Also instrumental in YtoZ0A ̂'s

birth were Al Horowitz, He Horowitz $ (his brother) Ben Davidson, S* Stein

and L. Kretaer« #18

ĥe young Zionists were more successful in recruitment than the

older Ahavat Zion Society* From £0 to 2̂ 0 members joined this group

(probably the latter figure is more correct) #19

Ihe early nineteen hundreds, especially after 19Qi>, saw an

increased immigration of young Eastern European Jex̂ s into the

United States and into Los Angeles. ( ̂ heir coming to Los Angeles

usually took place after a sojourn in another part of the United

States. However, their sources went back to East Europe) Because

of their youth, these people were interested in social affairs, to

meet other young people 0 Because of their background, they were

interested in Zionism* '4te two interests joined together to cause the

birth of the Young Zionists* #20

The activities of the Young Zionists predictably stressed the

social and educational aspect of Zionism as well as the economic •

The "social literary" meeting was the most important function

of the group* *hese meetings featured speakers, papers and other

educational programs that gave them more background into Zionism̂

This type of meeting also provided many opportunities for social

contacts,, Meetings were interspersed with picnics,, dances, outings

and other outright social affairs0



Sometimes they were predicated upon Zicni-st reasons^ such as

fund raising for Zionist endeavour* Sometimes the motivatioa

for the function was non-Zionist* (Once they had a uiasquerade ball

to raise money for San Francisco Earthquake vie time) At times

they had no excuse for their functions except the implied.need to

farther the social life of the Association* #22

'She young Zionist Association also participated in the eeono-nie

endeavors of American Zionism. Bieir efforts were directed toward

the Jewish National Fund and the'! Jewish Colonial 3rust0
u

Apparently they vere especially concerned with "2he Jei??ish

Colonial lrust"«> In 190? they dexrlsed a plan for installment

buying of f$»00 shares in the Jewish Colonial Trust by purchasing 10$

stamps for a savings book* -&23

Obviously Los Angeles Zionism's expansion into a second society

did not give it any great econossic muscle yet* That was to coiae later5

in ihe 1920* sc

However$ the birth and growth of the Yotmg Zionists into a credible

Los Angeles group shows several things about Los Angeles0 T^Q

Jewish eoHnmioil^' was beginning to change,, Young East European Jews >

(albeit acculturatsd young East European Jews) began to abound* Ethnic and

nationalist sentiments i?ere becoming more familiar to Jewish Los Angeles*

A new kind of LQS Angeles Jevi was developing vrho would be at least

Bomewhat more concerned with Judaism and the Jewish conriranityc

Young Zionist Association pioneered the concept of "social



Zionism" in Los Angeles* Zionism gave the group an idealistic purpose*

It also foraed a reason for bringing Jewish yousg people together.

KrLs is an important function in diaspora Jewish Iife0 It was

especially so in the assimilated atmosphere of Los Angeles at the

turn of the century*

la the 1920*8 the Herzl Clnb would use the same coiabination .of

Zionism and "shotchanisra" (matchmaking) to establish its presence and

f-urther the cause of Zionism in this city. {In later periods other groups

such as nMassada% the MBrandeis«2ohar Labor Zionists"^ "Rishon" and

MHoar% would use the same formula0 However^ to the largest extent

this formula was neglected^)

Zionism is a raovesaent in need of young people for impetus and

non-econoraic accomplishment,, Young people have not been present in

large nuiribers5 except spasmodically0 Perhaps^ this is one reason for

American Zionism* s prieaarily philanthropic aspect*

With the post 19C£ influx of Jews from an East European origin

increasing, Zionisra continued to grow in Los Angeles0 'Hie first

decade of the twentieth century was a period of moderate expansion^

By 1907 a Bnai Zion Society was in existence,, *2h At the same tiise

or shortly thereafter^ two more Zionist Organisations were

established in Los Angeles^, the "Avat Zion Society #2 and the

"Sisters of Zion" a women's Zionist Group0 *25«

Now there were a total of five Zionist societies* Los Angeles
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distant from the rest of the Jewish world,, but it was.no. * A

vacuum, \$ world vide incnrementy which so emotionally grasped

Jews, was making itself felt in Los Angeles toos albeit only with

East European Jew-se Ihe first decade of the twentieth Century

started off slo&2$- but it did show Zionist gains«,
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second Decade of Los Angeles Zionism -'

The sscond decade of Las Angeles Zionism began xd.th a happy

Since there were five societies working for the sa&e goals

there ras a need for "the coordination of activities and the

establishment of joint city wide endeavors* George Bloom and others

had $>rex*iously created a Goldea Books modeled after the National

Golden Book^ to raise money for a eoromoa Zionist concern,

"the Jewish National Fund" *1 No&? the idea was expanded to a

Golden Book CoranrLttee to handle all joint Zionist endeavors. #2

In effect it.was the first Zionist Council in Los Angeles* Its

activities ranged from joint picnics, to sending speakers to

synagogues and organising protests over the adoption of German

in the Ibchcdcumc #3

2fee second decade of the 20th century also began to witness

some interesting innovations in Los Angelas Zionism*, On January 21S

1913 a new type of Zionist group was formed^ "Hoachoosa"e ?bis

new grotip was not established for social^ educational or propagandistic

reasons* It was not a philanthropic econosdc group supporting
-r

Zionist institutional work in Palestine^, xt vas a "hard nose"

capitalistic; organisation of investors modeled off of sirailar

groups already in existence in St* Louis^ New lork^ and Cbicago0

Its purpose was to form a corporation and sell stockc With

the resulting capital, it would purchase and develop land in

Pales tine o -̂ii



group was interesting for several reasons:

!«,) It sought to bring about personal involvement in Palestine©

'Sn.s made Palestine real not just an object of charily «

2C) ̂ts economic endeaver was capitalistiĉ  not philanthropic«

3e) It concentrated only on the economic aspect *

lu) It represented a isaturation of Los Angeles Zionistŝ  who were

tHh able to participate in economic endeavors of substancê

5o) 21 brought new influential people into the Zionist movement*

Some of the leaders of Koachoosa such as its President̂

George B16om and its secretary's Charles Eisenstein^ had been

active in the Ahabath Zion Society or the Young Zionist Association

previously* However $ other activists'such as Dre Leo Biass and Attorney

Eyam Shapiro were new* *$ êse were men of some stature and

some moneye Hĉ etrery even these men were still entirely of East

European orggin0 %ey had no real status in the predomnantly

German Jewish establishment most influential in the Los Angelas

.Jewish community^ -̂ 6

At this point things were about to changee Dtsring the course of

los Angeles Ziordst history there were a number of important influential

visitorŝ  from outside Los Angeles* Ihe most significant visit

was that of Hr* and Mrsc Nathan Straus of New York in the spring

of 191)u As a result, two Zionist oriented (if not strictly Zionist)

organizations were born: Ihe *7Hathan Straus Palestine Advancement

Society" and "Hadassah"c *7 Even more important than the founding



of new organisations, leadership from the German establishment

became involved in supporting Zionist causes and in Zionism itself„

The Straus family, not only owned and operated Macy's

Department Store in New York but they also represented the very

epitome of the German Jewish establishment in the United States*

MrB Nathan Straus was one of the most respected members of this

prestigious family that included the first Jewish Cabinet member in

United States history. #8 Nathan Straus himself was greatly renowned for

business, civic service and philanthropy. His prestige was truly

profound and nationwide, #9

Some Angelenos also knew that he was friendly to Zionism and

took advantage of that knowledge, On March 22, I9!li a reception

was held for the distinguished visitors at th§ old Bnai Brith Hall

on Seventeenth Street near Figueroa. An unanounced resolution and

proposal was planned which would use the prestige of the Strauses

to involve Los Angeles German Jews in Zionist support activities0

3foe leaders of established Jewry in Los Angeles were seated

in the first row of chairs directly facing the renowned guests.

They could look at the visitors face to face5 but they were also

under their scrutiny. She" seating was planned to make it difficult

for Los Angeles leaders to fail to participate in this

resolution or proposal̂  in honor of the prestigious guests*

After greetings and speeches were heard, a resolution was moved



and imaniniously adopted to establish a society "for the purpose

of making contributions to the economic restoration of Palestine*"

The Nathan Straus Palestine Advancement Society was born* It was

born with the help and, participation of many of the Los Angeles

German-Jewish leadership*, The first president of the Society

was Marco R« Hewraarfcs a scion of one of the most outstanding Los

Angeles German Jewish families (He later because a complete Zionist

and Zionist leaderc He was an early President of the L^s Angeles

District of the Zionist Organisation of America) She second President

of the Nathan Straus Society was Louis Mc Cole a former president

of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce and a son-in-la^ to the

Hellmaa family* #10

Harry Fram5 the Zionist "Kochleffel" of Ahavat Zion^ Young

Zionist Association and Bnai Zion was instrumental in this draiaa

of the formation of the Nathan Stratis Palestine Advancement

and its im-olvesient of Gerinan Jewish Los Angeles* #11

He never forgot the propagandistic goals of the old Ahavat Zion

Soiei^f in bringing German Jews into the moreinent for the support

of the economic restoration of Palestine He stall was, in a

sitting up all night itd.th H0 Bloora wiiing letters to every German

Jew in LOS Angeles asking them to irryest $$0QQ in the Colonial Bank0

Ihe establishment of Hadassah, though directly rels-tod iQ the

above story, tarried for two years0 ^ha fonsang of Hadassah ^fas

also the result of the Straus visits to Los Angeles and Harry

Frams aeal in devising nsthods to involve the Los Angeles Jewish

establishment in ZioitLst



the relationship9 between Harry Fram and the Strauses had

not ended in 19!lu Mrs» Nathan (Lixia) Straus was again .visiting

in Southern California daring the winter and spring of 19l6c Oa

March. 13$ Krs« Straus replied^ in a letter to Harry Fra% accepting

an invitation to attend a sneeting on March 30$ 1916 at Bnai Brith

Temple organised for the purpose of establishing the Los Angeles

Chapter of Hadassah,, -&12 Los Angeles Hadassah was chartered nationally

on July 1916* The long significant career of Hadassah in LOS Angeles

was launched. Furthermore^, unlike the Nathan Straus Palestine

Advancement Society., it was launched as an official Zionist Group with

a charter from Hatioml Hadassah5 a branch of the Zionist

Federation and later of the Zionist Organisation of &2aericaa 1̂3

Neverthelesss -unlike existing %onist groups it was not exclusively

East ^uropean and it was not alienated from the German-Jewish Power

structure e In fact^ its birth took place iaside the Bnai Brith

TeBiplee Meetings also continued there for a long tasiSe Many

people considered Hadassah as an adjunct to this ^enple^ the

very center of the German Jewish establishment of Los Angeles0 *1U

However^ the birth of LQS Angelas Hadassahy which furthered

the process of bringing the Zionist cause into accepted respectable

circles^ did not just happen, A Mr. Samuel Goldstein and Reverend

David lataaits had been working at establishing Kadassah for some

time, without nuch success^, In the winter of 19l6s the visiting

lira Straus showed interest* #15 Hadassah was established in the



spring of that year and chartered that Erunaaer as a result of

that interest^ #16 Harry Fra% again3 was tremendously influential

in its establishroeatff *i7 %Ls Zionist activist was again

responsible for another double victory for Los Angeles Zionism*

Another Zionist Organization was borB5 which would ©xpaai in the

future to the point where it would outstrip all others in sise

and ih mny accomplishments 0 Furthermorê  Zionism itself

was given a respectable image.

Although the establishment of Los Angeles Hadassah was a master -

stroke in promoting respectability for Zionism,, it did not

really convert the new mesfoership to the Zionism it espoused^

Early Los Angeles Eadassah was Zionist in name and association

only* #18 She main activities centered on small philanthropic

endeavors such as sewing children6 s clothing to send to Palestinê

gathering clothing for hospitals $ and & milk fund* #19

National Headquarters once referred to it as "the Los Angeles

'Sewing Circle"c *20 Indeed^ it was prlncipaly a sewing circle

at that time. Others also referred to it in this manner* #21

formal Zionist activities such as political pressurê

propaganda or even self "education into the principles of Zionism

were largely shnnned0 Henrietta Ssold^ the founder and leader of

the National Hadassah once received a letter from the Secretary of the

IDS Angeles Chapter in 191? ( Bertha Brown, later Mrs, Adolph Sieroty)

which complained.-of recieving too large a number of bulletins
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from t&© National office,, Ihe letter was-'concerned with cost of

postage in mailing them to each meniber because the group did not

meet regularly* Hiss Ssold did not think that such an attitude

^?as i*m3y Zionist* #22 Mies Ssold vrote an appeal to Harry Fram

to monitor the group so as to "help out" in infusing sorae

Zionism into it. ^23

Los Angelas Eadassah leadership was not truly actively

Zionist until the advent of Hrs^ Adolph Sieroty to the

presidency in the middle 1920*8* Mjrsc Sieroty proved to be a

dyoaitdc active Zionist leader in Los Angeles. *2h

Notwithstanding the lack of Zionist enthtisiaisjm in early Hadassah,

its'addition to the Los Angeles Zionist fold -was extremely

iiqiortant to the Zionist laovBirtento

lh® second decade also -witnessed more interesting innovations

in Los Angeles Zionisnu Hyphenated^ variant Zionism made its

appearance^ Religious-Zionism in the form of "Missrachi*1 and Labor-

Zionism in the form of the HFarband0" Ihe beginnings of both

groups^ at this tine, were tentative* Siey did not have their

real births and growth trntil the 1920's0

Misrachi9 the Religious-Zionist Organisation was established

. in 193.6 by Rabbi Ie Werne of Beth Israel Congregation^ the first

Orthodox Congregation in Los Angeles« *2$0 An attempt to give

it impetus took place in Jfeirch 1917* Rabbi Heir Berlin, President '

of National Mizrachij, visited Los Angeles and spoke at all of the



Orthodox Synagogues from March 3rd through March 8th«

Probably there was an increase in mesibership for a short while

However j, this prestigious visit did not seem to have a lasting

, , labor-Zionigin also came to Los Angeles in 1913* P©&lei Zion

began -sd-th 5 uienibers meeting in a private home0 It did not begine
#28

until later, Ihe first sizable form of Labor Zionism

was in the Jewish HatioBal Workers Alliance^ the "Farband" which

started in 1917 "with 20 members« Unlike Poalei Zion^ it concentrated

on the fraternal and insurance aspect Hore than the political

aspect of Zionism^ It reaaained the only branch of the Farbasd

for almost fifteen years.-* 29 However^ there would be further advances

for Labor Zionism under "Poalei Zion" in the 19201s»

3Ji® saain stream of Los Angeles Zionism itself also changed in

the latter part of this decade* As a result of the 1918 Buffalo

Zionist convention the District system was imposed upon Los Attgeles0

3$ie outlines of I^s Angeles Zionism under a national Zioaist

Organisation of Ainerica^ as it exists today can be seen developi&g

at this time* Hds did not occur without a great deal of

dissatisfaction on the part of Los Angeles Ziom.sts» %ey

argued against the impersonality of the plan and the overcentral-

iaation that it would impose 9 which would stifle the creative urge0 #30

%e great convulsion of World War 1 also a product of the second

decade of the twentieth century^ could not fail to have a great isrcpaet
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that periods Zionism in LOS Angelas* Although the battlefields

distant and America's invalveiasnt tarried*, the Jeitfish

world was affected dramaticallye It ^as affected negatively ̂

by battles churning over the sections of Europe that had the

highest Jewish concentrations. The lister (the Jewish

settlement in Palestine) was -undergoing great repression

from the Turkish gavemiaent which doubted its loyalty Starvation

and displacement was rife both in Europe and Pales tine e

American help through the Ajaerican Jewish Joint Distribution

CoBiraittee was cut off when the United States entered the war*

%e Jewish world, especially the Zionist movement was positively

affected by the Allied overtures of friendship* The Balfour

Declaration promising the Jews a "homeland in Palestine,,"

emotionally appealed to all Jews; even .a great nuxriber who were

conauitted to the road of esaancipationw The world isitaessed for

the first tists since the fall of the second eQimonwealth^ a Jemsh

ffiilita^j eoati&geat fighting under its oi#n banners on holy Palestinian

soil*

3hese dramatic events did not by~pass provincial I^os Angeles*

Allied recognition of the Zionist saoveasent as being representiY^

of the Jewish people gave Los Angeles Zionisia more cua*rency among

the Jewish citizens of this city*

When the Balfour Declaration was announced, and after General

Allenby captured Jerusalem Los Angelas Zionists staged a



tremendous rally in celebration aad ideatifieatioa at Citifies

Auditorium at 5th and Olive in downtown Los Angeles

(Philharmonic Auditorium) on January 27, 1918* Rabbi Isadore

l^rers. an old Los Angeles Zionist activist and leader chaired

the rally which had to turn away thousands of people who wanted

to attend* ^e Auditorium had at leat a JJpGQ capacity« ( %is

was at a tdjrse when the entire Jewish population of LQS Angeles

•Has only 20^000 according to Yorspan and Gartner in the "History

of the Jews of Los Angeles).

Great honor was eonfered upwiLos Angeles Jews and Zionists by

the Los Angeles non- Jemsh cosmrunity when stellar figures

participated ±n this rally* Rabbi Jfyers TOS introduced to the

asseidbly by Dr» Glen Mb Williams^ the personal representative of

Mayor Woodman,, \<& Reverend Drc Jolin Cowley^ the representative of

•Catholic Bishop John Gant&rell and the Reverend Dr0 James A a Francis

of iiie First Baptist Church addressed the assembly Establishment

Jewish pex-sonages such as Rabbi Dr* Sigmund Hecht and Kabbi Dre

Edgar Kagnin of Bnai Brith Staple also addressed the rally6

Ihe saajor address appealing for the Formda'iaon Fund (Keren

Kayesod) was made by the Reverend Reynold E, Blight^ Pastor of

the "Church of the People," ^e Reverend William Blacks tone presented

the Zionist resolutions unanimously adopted by ths assembly vJith

the veteren Zionist Drs Louis G. Reynolds. Evea a United States

Kavy Contingent tao.de an appearance.*31 Indeed, it appeared that

the Zionist speakers such as Dr« Reynolds, ^r« David L0 LiknaitSj

Mr« Cliairrs Shapiro played a secondary roll at this tremendously

successful rally0



This emotional outpouring demonstrated several things: the

pent up concern of Los Angeles Jews with the fate of their

relatives in Europe and Palestine, the appeal of the Zionist

movement as a solution to this concern and the acceptance of

Zionism as legitimate, not only by all parts of the Jewish

community but by the non Jewish community as well* '-ftiere

could be no doubt that Zionism was no longer just a quixotic weight-

less plaything of East European Jews* World events put Los Angeles

Zionism before the eyes of the entire community,,

This event also marked the first attempt in Los Angeles of a

large scale mass appeal for a Zionist Fund Institution* Reverend

Blight raised $10,000 for the Foundation Fund (Keren Hayesod) #32

(Interestingly at this Zionist rally denoting self pride and confidence

the Los Angeles XLmes quotes a "prominent Jew" as saying "This - - -

will in no way interfere with the raising of money with which

to carry on the warc The men who are giving to the rebuilding

fund are men who are abundantly able to buy liberty Bonds of

big denominations, and they will buy them when asked to do do*"

Jews were still fearful of the charge of dual loyaltye) This

type of activity was later to become the outstanding manifestation

of Los Angeles Zionism*

Zionist ferver in Los Angeles, aroused by the war and the

Balfour Declaration, did not end with mass meetings, A local

Jewish Lsgion committee was formed which consisted of veteran

Zionist activists, Rabbi Isadore M^ers^ George Bloom, Maurice
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Kaufman and I* Sa^anoff « ^hej enlisted young Angelenos into the

Jewish Legion, of the British Army. Ihese young men participated

in the first Jewish military formation since the fall of Hie second

commonwealth., #33
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Chapter 111

Shird Decade ; Ofce 192G«s

3 -̂e tbird. dscads of L^s A^^sslss 2ionis2i bs^Bn Hith a clash of

%e great ifar to save democracy was fortght and ^*one A

peace treaty had been written which not only concerned itself with

the rights of Jewish and other monoritles9 but underscored ths elai&s

of both AutonoKtLsm and Zionism* ^e Jewish right to its own

participating coinmtmities id. thin central and east European countries

vras recognized* She Jewish claim to a homeland in Palestine was

endorsed* Coiabined with this^ the apparent success of the process

of emancipation in Germany and the Westj indicated that all three

Jewish secular movements would have their day in this brave

new decade*

In Los Angelesj, Zionism5 apparently.) had the most appealing

success^ to the Jewish jnan in the street0 This was demonstrated

in a gigantic display never before seen in the Los Angeles

Jewish Community. %Is display was occasioned by the desire of

Los Angeles Jews to honor Great Britain $n its assmxpticn of the

Palestine Mardat&0

lhat Mandate was given to Britaisi by the League of Nations,

Its purpose was to implement the Balfotar Declaration by -

providing a "National Hoia& for the Jewish People" t-Tit

Los Angeles Jews responded to this news 's-d-th emotional
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Under the direction and leadership of the Los Angeles

Zionist District^, sixiy five Jewish Organizations participated

in a gigantic rally. Between 10^000-25$000 attended the rally

in Expositi.on Park* *1 (ihe Los Angelas Times of June 28^, 1920

gave the figisre of 25sOOOtf ^e Bnai Brith Messenger of Jttly 9S1920

gave the figure of 10jCOO«) In either case the figure is most

impressive considering the size of the Los Angeles population at

that time*, Shree years later5 there were only h3?000 Jews in Los

Angeles« #2

She rally was preceded by a jnassive motorcade of three thousand

atitotaobiles that made their uTay to the park from the Co-urthousee

Ihe motorcade was, joined by a aarching section at Jefferson Street

on its -way to the parkc,

?he celebration was officially begun at 3s00 P t tM0 by Abraham

(JonQh) Shapiro3, the President of the Los Angeles Zionist District.

who greeted the Assembly in the naras of the Zionist Organisation

of America . Despite the participation of other groups^ it was strictly

a Zionist affair^. The chairman of the day^, Rabbi Isador Eyersy

ira.s introduced by Karco R» Newwark, the President of Los Angeles

Lodge of the Bnai Brith, and the first President of the Nathan Straus

Palestine Advancement Society (and later the first Gerrtan Jewish

President of the Los Angeles Zionist Bistrict). Other addresses were

made by Judge W. H« lhonas? Rabbi Hoses Rossnthalj Dr« Louis G,,

Reynold^ Dr< Leo Blass (who spoke in Yiddush the Japanese consul



who requested permission to speak, and ^r* H Gearing who represented

the British Consul* A resolution praising and congratulating the

British government for accepting the mandate was passed by the

rally ̂  3-n ^e name °£ "- - -we,- "the Zionists of Southern

California in great siass meeting assembled*11 #3

This was truly a manifestation of identity ^ith the aims of

the Zionist movement by Jewish Los Angeles« '%e participation of

sixty five Jewish groupss the turnout and the fervor displayed

showed the great involvement of Los Angeles Jewry in the

Zionist dream* They did not even cavil at being officially

identified as Zionists* 31ie beginning year of the new decade

, certainly presaged ten years of great Zionist achievements,

Bie paradox of Los Angeles Zionism manifested itself most

interestingly at this time. She 25>5OCQ who allowed themselves to

be identified as Zionists^ at the nass meeting,, did no troop to

colors when the "hoopla" ended» #h General Zionist membership

during the 1920*s never reached the figure of 2,OQOC*$

Labor Zionist membership was also qtdte modest during that period^ -^

This was not a period of great personal involvement in Zionist

activities other than fundraisirig0 ^ie niirr&ers of Zionists remained

small but "the atiiribers of dollars raised for Zionist institutions

and causes escalated tremendously. The number of people joining

the Zionist Organisation of America was modesta The nu3?!ber of



people contributing to Keren Hayesod and the Jewish National

Hatioaal Fund was significant* #7

la a sense the presagetnent of Jtme 27$ 1920 was wonge

' ' '

of Los Angeles Jews in Zionism in t&e 19208sc In another sense.>

the presageifcent of June 27 $ 1920 was correct*, 2̂ os Angelas Jews

did eoatLnue their identification with the Zionist cause in the

1920* s« However it TOS a philanthropic, "pocketbook% identification*

âey supported other Jews in their nationalist endeavor* 3hey felt

emotionally involved in their success in recreating the ffAlt*»Heulafidon

!5iey were eager to support it in any financial and political way^

but they vrere not prepared to be a part of ita This kind of financial

and political support does not reqtdre membership in a Zionist group;,

although it does recognise Zionist leadership.

She "hoopla" of Exposition Park was not counterfiet nor was

it ephemeral* t̂ did denote the success of the Zionist appeal and

the growth of Zionist support* It did not denote the success of

Zionism as a way of life for American Jews*

3his was the outstanding trend of Los Angeles Zionism when it

began« It continued as its outstanding manife station with

increased emphasis and tssrpop into the 19205s0

Los Angeles Zionists were disappointed in the 1920s 5 by

their lack of ability to reflect obvious Jewish synipathy and

identification in greatly increased lEernbership* #8
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Zionist leadership did act neglect the effort to recroit0 Rabbi

Isadore %ers? the Chairman of both successful i-allies in 1918 and

1920$ continued his efforts^ of many years standing, ia

recruitment tmtil his death in 19239 in an automobile addidento #9

During the High Holidays Rabbi Sfyers* Dr« Lcrais G6 Reynolds and

other leaders would speak at the various synagogues to try to

recrui.t more mesiberse <LO Speakers, leaders., scholars^ national

and international Zionists periodically visited the city to lecture and

promote Kieiribershipp #11

3he social approach at recruitoent and fusadraising reappeared

in l&e sprii^ of 1921 when a great Zionist Ball was heldU It

.. featured the great raovie and entertainment stars Bebe Daniels and

Garmel Jfyers (the daughter of Rabbi Isadore Jfyers) « However9 it

also ^as tmsxiccessfuly acteeviiig only a small tarnontc^"12

An attest was xsade to involve the religiously tunaffiHated

and net^rly arrived Los Asgeles Jevys in 2ionism9 in 1923» îe

Zionist Organisation of A^ezdcan sponsored a "musliroosi" syr^agogue

for the High Holiday ssrrices^, which Has addressed by ssany speakers,

apparently in the hope of attracting new ssenibershipo #13 Z»0«A's

entrance into the field of High Holiday "jsrashroom synagognesM

was not again repeated^ but recrui-bient drives continued*, ^Hi

(interestingly enough, one area of possible iinportant

Zionist iftsribership was neglected in the 1920s s as it was previously^,

Los Angeles^, then as now^ had a great nuieber of. college caucuses
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located in and. arotind its environs0 However$ they were neglectedo

&o attesnpt TOS made to establish a viable Zionist movement on campus

%is is qtiits interesting^ considering the fact ttet 'the leadership

of the World ^ionist moveuientp of that decade, exeKipHfied by

Cbairn Weismnn came from the colleges asd.Diversities of Central

and Western Europe. )

The great Jewish masses did not join in membership in th8

Zionist movemsntc, 2hey were still cossparatrvely new in 10s

Angeles and were primarily involved in their own economic

problems*, #16 However $ modes t growth did oectJrff iisportant

chaaages did take placeyand Zionist leadership was being

developed and accepted by many elements of the eotranuirL•%£#!?

Ifee modest expansion of aeoEbership., the creation of new groups and

the development of different forms of Zionism pros^pted another

effort at establishing a Zionist eoimcils in 192? 0 Aaron Riche^

the President of the Los Angeles District of the Z»0 0 A« was

concerned with the overlapping activities of. the'various Ziosaist

Organisations in Los Angeles. In order to prevent thisp hs called

for the establishment of a Zionist Council to promote and coordinate

Zionist activities,, #18 Mr, Riche's attempt at coordination at

this time was not too successful* #19 However, it does demonstrate

that there was grwih and proliferation in LOS Angeles Zionism even

thoi2gh it iJas disappointingly unspectacular«



New and important leadership was also Materializing and

developing in l^s Angeles Zionism. Dr* MCJ. Wissotsfcŷ  Aaron

Hiche^ Benjamin M. Goldman^ Jacob Alkow and others devoted themselves

to organisational develop2rent0 #20 Jacob Alkow, an arrival from

Hew York actually involved the German dominated Los Angeles

Jewish Federation in furthering Zionist programs in youth work and

in education,, *21 Under his direction and their sponsorship there

was developed in Los Angeles a Zionist oriented Jewish Center in the

Boyle Heights District,,

Its purpose was to provide a Jewish environment and impart

a sense of Jewish peoplehocd into the youth of Boyle Heights. A

"Modern Talmud 1brahM was also established by Mr* Alkow with Federation

assistance* This school used as its model the Zionist Schools of

Eastern Europe and was based upon Hebrew eultarê  #22 Although

these Zionist achievements of Mr. Alkow were significant̂  they

did not really indicate the involvet&ent of the German Jewish

establishment in the Zionist dream* ^t just indicates again their

tolerance$ lack of antagonism^and the charitable inclinations of

the Los Angeles establishment #23

The establishment of the center and Hebrew School do not

indicate the widening of the program of the organized Zionist movement

into personal involvement and organised youth work. They were

essentially the Zionist program of one mans Jack Alkow, supported

from the non-Zionist sources of the Jewish Federation and private

grcmpingsc



'•,../ From the Organization viewpoint̂  one-of the most significant

names in Los Angeles at this period̂  deserving special mention^ is

, • Dr« M« Je Wissotsfcy* Besides being one of the prime organisers

v of the tremendously successful ileren Hayesod caifcpaigns of this

decade, he gave an inordinate amount of his time and energy in

',"•- building isp the Zionist organisation in Los Angeles0 From his

arrival in 1918 iaH his death in 1925 he devoted himself singles-

jaindedly to Zionism and its financial causes from personal iswestzaent

to tremendous campaigns such as Keren HayesccU He did this as

an ordinary meaiber of ZeO«A« and as the President of the Los Angeles

1 Districts, He spent more tî se on Zionism than he did on his own

medical practice c In 1922 $ he went to Palestine for a yeay« He

retimed to prepare for pensaneat eiaigrationo He died before he

could achive this dreame$2U In a period in which the concept of

•;.. nA3iyahfl was foreign to American Zionism̂  ̂ o WissotsV was truly

an nnnsual leader«

One of the irnportant new Zionist organisations that developed

• in the 1920!s was the Herzl Zionist Clubo It was unusual in that

it concentrated upon young peoplee It was a young adult Zionist

group that broight unmarried people into Zionism and it achieved

. considerable iae!GbersMp0 However $ it was not a youth group, orientad

. to teenage and college age young people tt #2J>

One evening in the Fall of 1921 several young professionals
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including DrB Eugene Golda Dr. Miriam Shapiro, Jacob Alkows Rose

Pahn and others met at the home of &ose Pahn and organized the

Herzl Club* It became successful and attracted mostly

lower middle class young people into Zionism. Once again the

formula of "social Zionism" was employed in the growth of the

Zionist movement. Young Jewish Angelenos needed a place to meet

one another and an occasion, to fraternise. The Herzl Zionist

Club met this need and used it to further the Zionist purpose» #26

Qr̂ inally the program of the Herzl Club consisted solely

of Zionist lectures and discussions and classes in Hebrew and

History* At that time, it grew only to a membership of forty or

fifty. Later when social elements were introduced, Herzl"s

membership suddenly increased to three hundred,,

Despite its social background Herzl was an active group in

work for Zionist causes* In fact it became known for its

work and for the "harmonious homey feeling" that the members had

toward each other«, #27

3foe Herzl Club always remained within the Los Angeles District

of the ZfcO»A. during the 1920*s« At one time, because of its growth and its age

difference, it considered forming its own districte #28

Kadassahs the Women's Zionist Organisation continued to grow

in the beginning of the new decade* #29 Nevertheless, at first

it also continued to display shallow content in its Zionism

and in its work for Zion. #30 A small expansion of Hadassah's aims



is noted in the Bnai Brith Messenger of October 15& 1920S whan

it was'announced that Hadassah would make badly needed hospital

supplies in the coming year as well as sew nchildren's garments"

as they had done exclusively tin til that time. Hcwerer? this

was not to endure« New leadership came to the fore in Hadassah

later in the decade in the form of >£rstt Adolph Sieroty* Under that

leadership Hadassah participated more fully in an extensive American

Zionist program. #31

5he 1920*s also witnessed another change in Hadassah* Women's

Zionism also looked youthward* In 1925-26 the first JuMor Hadassah

Group vias organised in Los Angeles with twelve menibers under the

presidency of Rose Pahn (who was also instrumental in .the founding

of the Heral Club.) By 1927$ Junior Hadassah had already eixpanded

into one hundred members. #32 Xoung wonea as well as the older

-women were being attracted into Zionism under the Hadassah banner

in that decade 0

.General Zionist and Women's Organisations were not the only ones

that materialized and expanded in this decadec T^e real birth and.

growth of hyphenated Zionism also took place at this tLme0

5iere had been movement previously toward the organisation

of Labor Zionism in Los Â eles as early as 1913* At that time

Fishel Riskxns Yankel Weiner, Aaron and Chaim Shapiro, I« S* Kaumpy,

Joseph Goodly and Joseph Hirsh met together in a privats homa to

begin Los Angeles2 first La'bor Zionist



Aaron and Chaim Shapiro were instrumental in this

Ihe Farband variety of Labor Zionism was organised as early as

1917c-3f> However, the real "coating of age" of Labor Zionism

did not occur until 1922 „ Up until that timo I&bor Zionism

remained tinyt She Sarband labor Zionist order did not expand into

a second branch until 1932*#36

Labor Zionism in Los Angeles really began as a significant

maveia6nt5 in the 1920's around the figure of ̂ r« Nathan Saltzm2n» #37

Membership in this form of Zionism paralleled general Zionist growtĥ ,

although it was somewhat smallere AS in the general Zionist movement^

there was no dramatic increase in membership^, with the entrance

of this new decade of expectations^, As in general * Zionism, there

was a modest growtha '-ftie exact sise of Poalei Zionj, the labor

Zionist Party Group̂ was probably in the neighborhood of a thousand.

'We do knotsr that it did not achieve its greatest membership of

1020Q" until much later* *38 2he Farband^ the labor Zionist fraternal

order̂  continued to exist then as only one branche It did not

expand as a more complete organisation until 1932, #39 Despite

its lack of drarsa, Labor Zionism grews developed and occupied an

important place in the development of Zionism as a whole0 ̂ 0

•H enlarged the scope of Zionism to include more of the entire

Jewish eomnponity* General Zionism appealed to the East European

Jew in business and in the professions. Labor Zionism widened

the Zionist roof to cover the laboring man^ also recently

arrived from East Europe**, Socialism and socialist enthusiasm
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were carried by these working class families into their new home*

Ibis socialist impulse led to the growth of the predominantly

Jewish Trade Unions such as the International Ladies Garment

Workers e tyie presence of a Labor Zionist movement in Los Angeles

allowed for the involvement of these people as well as others in the

Zionist dream without denying their impulse toward socialism*

As in the general Jewish community this involvement was done, to

a lesser degree though membership and to a wider degree though monetary

and other kinds of support* Predominantly the wider Jewish unions and

Socialist organizations were non-Zionist with a history of mild anti-

Zionism. Despite their, philosophy, in times of need they would support

their fellow working class Jews and their socialist Zionists

institutions,, *i*l Similar to the general community, in a sense,

they shared the dream and could not act in an antagonistic manner

toward their brothers* ĥe presence of Labor (socialist) Zionism

in Los Angeles allowed for this type of development^ It formed

the bridge between the socialist labor movement with its working

class families and the Zionist dream* It allowed for working class

support of that dream. 2he Labor Zionists in Los Angeles actively

worked for this kind of rapproachement, even when it seemed unlikely* #i

Rivka Goldberg, newcomer to Los Angeles at' the latter part

of the 1920*s was an example of this effort,, She was also an

organiser for the International Ladies Garment Workers Union«



Because of this position she could gain entre to the meetings

and to the personalities of her Labor brethren. Labor

Zionism enrployed her in this effort. Although her reception

was often cold^she was recieyed* In the end when socialist

Zionist institutions such as the Histadrut called for support^ their

Labor brothers in the I.L.G.W«U. produced that needed support0 *U3

%e 1926 ôs Angeles visit of Yitshak ben Zvi in behalf of

the Histadrut campaign, also illustrated this rapproachewant,

3&e majority of the leaders of the Jewish labor movement

in Los Angeles were heirs of socialist, autonoiaistic Bundism,

antagonistic to Zionism,, *$4k

Yitshak bea'ZirL, later the second President of Israel,

was one of the leaders of Poalei Zion (the labor Zionist party)

in Palestine*, In March of 1926 he. visited Los Angeles

in behalf of the Histadrute (?he Histadrut was the Jewish Palestinian

Labor Union̂ , but more iaiportaat̂ y it was an instrument of Zionism,}

A reception and conference was organised by the Poalei Zion

and was chaired by the veteran Labor Zionistj, Aaron Shapiro& A

cross section of Jevri.sh Labor participated in that reception

and conference« Not only did the International ladies Garraent

workers and the Painters and Carpenters Unions participatê  but

more surprisinglŷ  branches of the "Worteens Circle" which was

directly Bundist descended, also participated in this

supportive meetinge *h$



Inhere is osaly one exception to this benign picture of the working

class Jewish attitude toward Zionism,, A significant Gcmonist

movement existed in Jewish Los Angeles during ihe 1920Bs»

It was pronouncedly antagonistic to Zionisau Sris antagonism

included Labor Zionism,, -K-U6 However$ the CoKssunist movement was

. and remained an "in group" with little influence on 1&e wider

working class eosrcuniigr* ^7 In this way it was very different

fron Labor Zionism, ^ke labor Zionist movement fc*&s small but

significant and \sas able to reach out and affect the entirs working

class Jewish Comrminity of the 1920fs0 5 ŝ Communist moYeraent was

small but significant and remained an Kin group" affecting onl^r

one another^ It did not appeal to the iwider working class Jewish

cosamunit^ nor did it capture that corauniiy's support for its

programs 0 The Communist dream was alien to the entire Jewish working

class coismunity while the Zionist dreara t>ias nottt

Los Angeles Labor-Zionism waa miusttal for another reason,

It achieved a close relationship of mutual Tmderstandings

sympathy and cooperation vrith tlie other branches of the Los Angeles

Zionist Movement. Cooperation T*?as strong and supportive in Los

probab^f more so than in most o^ther areas of the eountr

inutnality of feeling and cooperation in this decade was

somewhat reraarkable. Class antagonisms^ expressed in socialism

carried over from Europe was still strong»

During the 1920* s Labor Zionism paralleled Los Angeles general



Zionism in yet another way, Hadassah lost its singularity in

being the only women's Zionist Organization in l^s Angeles*

In 1926 the "Pioneer Women" was born to support socialist

Labor-Zionism. Women1 s Zionism expanded to include a new

organization and a new orientation to its Zionism, In fact one

of the founderŝ  if not the main activist, came from the ranks of

Hadassah leadership, lania Bercutt* Unlike Hadassah, the Pioneer

Women were organized in 1926 with a definite Socialist and Zionist

orientation,, It did not begin as a sewing circle or a Palestinian

welfare oriented supportive organization. It began in a positive

socialist and Zionist mold, as a definite part of the Labor Zionist

thrust, ĥat is why its leaderss such as Tanya Bercutt, wanted

another Women's organization different from Hadassah. %k9 '-ftius

variant, hyphenated Zionism came to Women's Zionism, also.

Another general Zionist Women's Group began in 1926 also*

»The- Daughters of Zion" began as a ladies Auxiliary to the Jewish

National Fund Council0 #?0 little reference is made of this group

latero Apparently it did not last a long time,,

As previously7stated, during the 1920's, under the leadership

of Mrs* Adolph (Bertha) Sieroty, Hadassah became a more positive

Zionist organization* ĥe competition provided by the "Pioneer

Women" may have played a role in this new emphasis 0
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. ' • , : She 1920*s also witnessed in actuality the rebirth of another

form of hyphenated variant Zionism* Religious Zionism was

orginially organised by Rabbi Isaac Werne in 1916, but it did not

become a going concern* The impetus of Rabbi Heir Berlin's

visit in 191? apparently did not last in a viable formc «£l

Misrachi had to be organised once again in 1926 before it became

a meaningful organisation* Rabbi David I0 Essrig was the

instigator and organizer of the new Hisrachi Organistiona #?2

Once again the laeans that was used to effect this rebirth was ihe

visit of a personality to the City* A Mz?iass meeting at the"Hebrew

sheltering and Horae for the Agedw was organised for an address

by Rabbi ¥„ Gold from Palestine and formerly from San Francisco on

July h$ X926p Rabbi Gold spoke about fee achievements of the

Misrachi in Palestine*,

AS a result of this Jaeeting a Misrachi Chapter was organised

under the Presidency of Rabbi Essrig« %is iaae it reiaainedc *$3

By 1927* Httsrachi had a mcKfoership of 1$0C Although Religious

Zionism was saiall in LOS ^ngeles^ it did exist nov? and added to

the major spectrum of Zionist Organisations as they existed in

the rest of the country•

Religious-Zionism was the weakest link in the Zionist chain

of Organisations in LQS Angeles during the 1920'So %$k %is is

extreisely interesting considering the fact that there was no organised

Orthodox anti^Zionism in Los Angeles« In other parts of the

country the Agudah movement and many Orthodox Rabbis opposed Zionism*



That was not tnie in LQS Angeles* All Orthodox Rabbis spoke favor*'

abl̂  of Zionism in their sermons if at alls #55 No Orthodox

Rabbi or Synagogue opposed the movements let Religious-Zionism

remained tho weakest form of Zionism in Los Angeles0

%ere nay have been several couses* Mary of those orthodox

Jews who were Zionist activists in t&o early days became

involved in general Zionism. Harsy of the leaders of general

Zionism cane from synagogue sources 0 Rabbi ̂ erss one of the

earliest leaders began his career in Los Angeles as the Rabbi of

Bethlsraelo Abraham Jonah Shapiro who chaired the Exposition

Park Rally of 1920 was a«Shul Jew0"

General Zionism was by no moans antagonistic to Jewish

religion and Orthodox values« Shey may not have felt a

need for a hyphenated Zionism.

Another reason may have been that Zionist activity and club

work provided a secular outlet for frse time activity c The Shul

Jew in LQS Angeles5 at that tiica was caught tip in the econonae

swirl of his enTironraenta Wahtsver free time that he had for

Jewish activities he inay have used in his involvement

with bis Synagogue* "̂ he Synagogue has always been the center of the

33-fe of the Orthodox male*

Another reason^ most certainlyj, wa.s the lack of leadership0

Leadership acts as a catalyst for organisation and activity,

'%at catalyst was absent too often in Religious~Zionisrac Although



many of the Orthodox Rabbis x-Jere favorable, to Zionism 9 only two,

Rabbi Werne and Rabbi Essrig, made the effort to establish Religious-

Zionism in Los Angeles. Meanwhile, general Zionism and labor-

Zionism had produced many leaders of stature and direction*

Whatever the cause or causes, Mizrachi Religious»Zionism

remained weak organisationally in Los Angeles during the 1920's» #56

Ŝie more successful MLzraehi Women1 s Organization, Religious

Zionism's counterpart of Hadassah and Pioneer Women was not even

organized in Los Angeles until 1937* #57

It is true that a tremendous membership growth did not materialize

in the various branches of Los Angeles Zionism during the 1920* s

However, the Zionist promise with which the decade began was not

completely unfulfilled. In fact this modest Zionist movement, during

this decade made great achievements in developing lasting community

support for the goals and financial institutions of Zionisnu lhat self-

same Zionist movement that attracted only modest membership, attracted

significant support for its financial institutions, especially Keren

Hayesod, the Foundation Fund, -̂ he Keren Hayesod campaign was a Zionist

affair« It was a Zionist financial institution operating under Zionist

auspices, established to support the Zionist endeavor in Palestine* Its

control and direction did not entirely pass into general community hands

until the United Jewish Appeal was established in California in 1926.

Until then it was a Zionist manifestation under the management and control

of the Zionist movement. Its success was a Zionist success0



Chaiaa Weizmann established the ^oundatLon ^ttnds "Keren Hayesod,11

in the United States with his first visit to this country in 1921e

It wasn't firmly established in America until June of 1921̂  at the

famous Cleveland Conventions \e Brandeis^Mack leadership of the

Zionist Organisation of merica opposed it. T^ej favored specific

projects for American Zionist endeavor instead of a general Foundation

Fund for all Zionist endeavor* Weizroann's leadership at the Cleveland

com-sntion of the Zionist Organisation of Africa establishsd the Keren. i
Hayesod in the United States that year. Saraael Unterayer became its

first National President and a fundraising campaign of national

scop© was begun in this country0 $$Q

Los Angeles Zionists under the leadership of Doctors M. J Wissotslsy

Leo Blassj Harry P* Jacobsoa and Louis G0 Reynolds began their

caa??aiga in July 1921* lhe caropaign was a tremendous success * One

hundred thousand dollars Has raised. Ifae whole Jewish Community

was iBTolvede Los sgeles was vlsitad by great international Zionists

figures such as Hahraa Sokolow and Otto Warburg. A banquet was

given in ths Alexandria Hotel^ A snass meeting ̂as held at the Phil-

harraotac Auditorium^ seating thousands. Practically all the leadership

of all the synagogues? lodges and Jewish Organizations in Los Angeles

were involved. -̂ 59. A considerable sira for a Jsmsh Comnmnity

in a city the sise of !<>s Â gelss "ŵ s raisede t̂ tjas furthermorê

raised by Zionists under the Zionist banner̂  -̂ -t also irreolved
ft 141

the whole Los Angeles Jewish Coimronity in a ^onist project^ his

represented a success of considerable proportions for the modest

sised Zionist movement of Los Angelese



Other jsajor Zionist workers in this historic easpaign of 1921

two more doctors* Abraham Gottlieb $ Miriam Shapiro, the old

activist Abraham Jonah Shapiro# B0 Cohenj, M0 Tannenbaum̂  Hrs«

Blasŝ  and J4rs8 Jacobson0 #60

If this tremendous outpouring in support of this Zionist financial

institution would have been a phenomenon lijaited to 1921P then its

signifieance for Los Angeles ̂ ioaisia would also be litoiteeU It

couM be argued then that its success merely demonstrated as

exploitation of a passing emotionalism in regard to the vicissitudes

of European JOTS after World War 10 Hĉ ever̂  it was not limited to

19210- îQ Keren Hayesod campaign continued very successfully as

a Zionist campaign5 instil its merger into t&s United Jewish

Appeal in 1926« «6l

"̂ 0 continuance of this Hjanifestation of the Keren Hayesod as

one of the leading financial caiEpsdgns in the Jê isli Coimumty each

year^ indicated a strong syispathy for a 2iomst solution to the

problems of European Jê Try*

Since 2icnisi3ifs political goal of achieving the right to create

a national home for the Jewish people had apparently sndcedded,,

American Zionism's jsain purpose now was to effectuate this goal by

sxraporting tha financial instruments tliat it r,eeded0

Los Angelas Jet'is tsere clearly affected in a peraaBent ti&y-p by

tbis Zionist purpose0 Even lat$rr when the Keren Hayesod was absorbed

by the United Jewish Appeal̂  a non-Zionist ccnaraonity institution,

it Merely indicated eontisraed Zionist succ&ss* n̂® funds disbursed
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to the Keren Hayesod by United Jewish Appeal still went to support

a Zionist endeavor. Bie community understood and supported those

disbursements, ĥey clearly remained convinced of the correctness

of the Zionist solution, among others0

The period of the leadership of the Doctors in Los Angeles Zionism

continued on into the decade, ĥey made this decade the high point
r

of Zionism in Los Angeles* #62

A net-? and important addition to the Keren Hayesod doctor leaders

came to Los Angeles Zionism in 1922. Dr. George Saylin, came from

Buffalo, New York and soon became one of Zionism*s outstanding

leaderŝ  #63 It is very curious that most of the outstanding leaders

in this financial and institutional Zionist success of the 1920's

were doctors. Since that time the role of the doctorss as a

professional group, involved in Zionist endeavor has never again

been prominent« Drft Saylin first participated in the leadership of

the Keren Hayesod campaign of 1923 with Dre Harry P. Jacobson, #6h

They continued their collaboration in the campaign of 192U when

they were successful in bringing Chaim Weizmann to Los Angeles to

arouse enthusiasm for this centrally important Zionist funde -x-65

Drc Saylin became Chairman of the "Jewish National Fund," another Zionist

fund raising institution, -̂ 66 Keren Hayesod^ the Foundation Fund, financed

Zionist projects and settlements to be carried out on Palestinian land,

•Jewish National ̂ und bought that land upon which those settlements and

projects were to be based*

Unlike the Keren Hayesod, the Jewish National Fund, fund raising

always remained a specifically Zionist endeavor



•wider Ziosust managements r̂« Saylin* s work in the success of that

institution vras always identifiably Zionist,*

. •%© coHa.boratioa of these tvro Zionist leaders did not end

in their contributions to ths success of the two basic Zionist ̂ uadso

Ifoey and Drw Louis &«, Reynolds also became involved in the orgaaiztclon

and support of Jacob Alkov's Zionist oriented Modern l&l&ud Torahw *6?

Although this institution vae not sponsored by the Zionist Orgaiaisation

it'ir&s a Zionist institution philosophicallye It certainly -sms

not unusual that these significant Los Aĵ eles ̂ ionist leaders

becaise involved in this project*

Personally, the two doctors collaboration also continued,*

Together they purchased a small newspaper called the "Galifomia

Jewish Review,1* 8y the time they sold it to Jonah J, CuMidns

it becane a significant factor in the Los Angeles Jewish

coimnuirLtyc #68

.-* Despite all the activity in the financial campaigns s Los Angeles

still regained a backwater in American Zionism, in the 1920*80

îs TOS demonstrated by two events s 5he Cleveland Convention

of the Zionist Organlaation of America in 1921 and the visit of

the most prestigious World Zionist leader., Chain Weiaunann, to

Los Angeles in 192h.»

\e Cleveland Convention -was a r̂ ajor turning po3.nt in American

Zionist Iife0 An important disagreement had developed between the

leadership of the Zionist Organisation of America and the World

Zionist Organisation Chaim VJeiaBiarai, the President of the World

Zionist Organisation envisioned a control and leaderchip of the
*.

retxirn to Zion through this organisation* Justice Louin Brandeis
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and Judge Julian Mack who led the American ̂ ionists envisioned

the World Zionist Organization as a confederation, not directing

but only coordinating, the activities of national Zionist Groups*

ê American leadership wanted American control*

As previously stated, the American leadership did not want a

general fund supporting all Zionist endeavor* ĥey wanted each

Zionist National Group to sponsor and control its own projects0

"Furthermores the American leadership wanted only Zionist control

in fund raising for Zionist institutions« Chaim Weizmann and the World

Zionist leadership wanted to tap the financial resources of friendly

American non-Zionists by allowing their involvement as non-Zionists

in the institutions for which they would work*

things "came to a head" at the Cleveland Convention of 1921e

Chaim Weizmann came to America, conferred with the American leadership

and finally challenged them at Cleveland,. He went over their heads to

the convention and won* New leadership̂  friendly to his vision, was

elected* American Zionist leadership xras changed and its orientation

was altered̂  #6?

%e effect that this historic convention had upon Los Angeles

was diffusê  Organizationally it had little effect, Meiribership did

not increase greatly either before or after this convention,, It

remained small, but noteworthy* #?0 little polarization̂  identification

and emotions over the issues and personalities, were displayed by

Los Angeles Zionists before or after the convention*



Bds is all the niore remarkable because at this convention the

leadership of America's most prestigious Jewish and Zionist leader

tras rejected* A revolution in leadership and direction took

place •

2he meeting of the Los Angeles District which elected its delegate

to represent then at the convention, had to be instructed as to the

issues and argument at the convention,, President Marco Newrnark,

Dr« M, Jc Wissotsky and Rabbi Solomon Kc Neches devoted ther^elves

to this taske *inally, the veteran 2ionists Drc Louis G«, Reynolds

was elected^ Kbthout instructions on his position^ to represent

the District at the Conventions, %e District remained neutral

allowing the delegate to vote as he pleased* However, he was charged

with using his influence in "dissipating differences and bringing

about peace in the Zionist Car?), " #71 -^or such an historic Conventions

this meeting demonstrated little fire. The Eenibership seened pre-

dcnanantl^r interested in preventing splits in the national

organisation- ^hey showed little interest or knowledge about the

vital issues as to the direction that the organisation would take*

S&is curious callousness of Los A^eles Zionism to the vital

issues of the direction of the Zionist movement vac displayed again,

after the convention^ Dr. HWJ 0 V/issots!cy was probably the nost

responsible Los Ancles Zionist voice of the period,, ^72 He published

a lengthy article in a leading Los ^g^lss Jewish newspaper at tliat

tiB^0 Dr. V/issotsky did not describe and explain the preat clianges

and new directions the convention effected in American Zicrdcn0
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Instead he devoted the article, at great length, denying the news

reported in the general press that the Zionist Organization of

America was splitting. #73

No doubt this information was important to Los Angeles Zionists

and the Los Angeles Jewish Community,, However, if the Los Angeles

Zionist movement would have been truly alive to the great Zionist

issues of the day its leading spokesman would also have devoted

more space in describing and explaining those important changes

and new directions«

OJiis lack of organizational and ideological effect of the

important Cleveland Convention, upon Los Angeles Zionism

• demonstrated the remoteness of the Los Angeles movement to the

mainstream of the American Zionist current. Los Angeles was still

not a major Jewish population center*, These were still located

. in the East. The ebb, flow and dramatic movements in American

Jewish life manifested themselves in the heart of the Jewish

population, in the Easte Los Angeles was a backwater, isolated from

the full effects of that ebb, flow and movement,, This was especially

true in American Zionism. Los Angeles organizational and ideological

reaction, to the historic Cleveland Convention, demonstrated thise #7U

As stated above, the effects of the Cleveland Convention on

the Los Angeles Zionist movement was diffuse* Organisationally and

;- 'ideologically it had little effect,, Financially and in community



direction^ it had a profound effect* Keren Rayescdj, in the United

States, was established by the Cleveland convention,. Immediately

in Los Angeles^ as described previouslys it became active and effective

under 2ionist leadership* Zionist leadership thus gained stature

ar<d importance within the Los Angeles Jewish eozmnunity^ while the

jaovessent rciasined ssealle la that way the Cleveland Convention

affected Los Angeles Zionism irranensely0

>• Nevertheless, this same Cleveland Convention can be said to

have eventually3 though not issaediately lessened the influence of

Los Angeles Zionist leadership* One of the purposes of the

Cleveland convention^ as stated previously was to tap non»Zionist

financial resources for Zionist endeavors and allow noa Zionists

into leadership positions* T&is was effectuated in Los Angeles

even before the msrger of Keren Hayesod -with the United Jewish

Appeal^ in X926e Although all the early Keren Hayesod leaders were

Zionists^ one'of the last was a prestigious noa Zionist^ Judge

Harry Holser* a eoirmtuaity Iesder0 ^75 I^i 1926^ of COOTS^ the

general cowmunity took Keren Hayesod over totally9 in California

with its inclusion in the United Jewish Appeal0 The latter event

TOS not prescribed by the convention but it was certainly in

agreement with its thrusta Iherefores although the immediate

restilt of the Cleveleand convention increased the Stature and

influence of Los Angeles Zionist leaders^ the eventual result Slight

hav© lessened their influence on the corontunity0



tele was indeed a strange convention frith a strange diffused

effect in regard to Los Ayjgeles Zioniscu From the organisational^

ideological viewpoint it had little effect. From the Zionist

ec«uuaity leadership viewpoint^ it had a strosig effect at first and

a lessening effect afterwards c PVom a financial supportive vie^r«

point it had a strong and lasting effect^

Y^e visit of Chaim Weisssaan to Los Angeles# ±n support of

Keren Hayesod^" illustrates this effect of the Cleveland Convention

on Los Angeles Zionism*

Considerable planning went into the preparation for this visit^

on t&s part of Keren Hayesod Committee* Doctors Saylin and Jacobsoa

especially exerted themselves in arousing enthusiasm for the visit*

%e S!Los Angeles Jewish Review" was given over couple tely to the

campaign and the visit* Planning was done to involve state$ local

government and the scholarly eoimitunityj as well as the Jewish

Comnitmity^ in an elaborate reception foi* this great Zionist leader» *?6

On Wednesday April 9# 3.92U. Chaim WeizBsarm did visit Los Angeles.

A great reception vas accorded kLra involving the political leaders

of the state, the Mayor and City Cotmcil.and professors from the

scholarly co3trntunityc A great dinner was held for Dr«'

at the Bilimore Hotele A sizable audience was addressed by the

Zionist leader at the Philharmonic Auditoriusie *7? "Qiis was truly

a significant day in Jewish Los Angeles* ^he visit of this Zionist

leader occasioned a general recognition of the Jewish eommmity that

i
|

;
i
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it seldom achieved. -*-t gave orientation to the Jewish community

involving Zionist goals and aspirations. -*-t was a high point in

the v history of Jewish Los Angeles and its Zionist movement0

Financiallyj the visit was very successful T̂ e Keren Hayesod

Zionist fund prospered that year in Los Angeles 0 Organizationally

it had no great effect* There wasn't any great membership increase

as a result of this esteemed visit of Zionism's greatest leader. #78

Los Angeles remained a backwater9 isolated from ther ferment of

Zionist idease Its most important Zionist leaders exerted that

leadership on the Jewish community principally in raising money

for the Zionist funds* Control in these fund raising endeavors

was being assumed by the leadership of the general Jewish

community«,

Chaim Weizmann's visit did not change these manifestations regarding

Zionism in Los Angeles. Chaim Weizmann, in fact, did not show interest

in building the Los Angeles Zionist movements. He was here to raise

money for Keren Hayesod* #79 Br0 Weizmann's orientation and the

orientation of the Cleveland convention was raising American money

for the Zionist programmes in Palestine*, The American ̂ ionist

movement was to be used in effecting this goalft Howevers the general

Jewish community was also to be brought into its effectuation*

Los Angeles was removed from the mainstream of American Jewish

life* Br« Weiamann didn't even -visit this community until 192U

when he came to the United States for the second time« Heated

discussion of Zionist issues rarely took place« Yet, this city



became a fine example of the Cleveland orientation,, Leadership

of Zionists in establishing the fund and then their gradual dis-

placement with increased concentration on the general Jewish

coiamuaity*

Consciously$ most Los Angeles survivors involved with the

Zionism of the 1920cs see little effect of the Cleveland convention

and the Weismann visit* -8-80 However5 the effect as stated above

is apparent«

In suKEiiarys Zionism's third decade in Los Angeles^ the 192Gfs

$*as its high point in. this city» I5i8 decade began with a show of

Zionist enthusiasm ^ith the great mandate Rally at £3tposition Park^

that was organised and led by the Zionist movement*, Zionist member *•

ship grew in this decade $ became significant, but was disappointing

in consideration of the Zionist enthusiasm shown* More importantlys

the range of Zionist spectrum grew broader,. Labor Zionists and

to a lesser extent^ Religious«»Zionists became isiportant parts of

the Zionist aiovement in Los Angeles»

Issportant significant leadership also began to develop in

Los Angeles Zionism^ during this decade. This leadership showed

itself in three areas: broadening the Zionist scope^ innovating

new institutions aimed at Zionist ends9 and pioneering the Zionist

fund cajnpaigns in this cdty»

Ihe greatest success Has in the Keren Hayesod campaign that

resulted frosi the Cleveland convention* ^t found its leadership



in an unusual grcnxp of Los Angeles Doctors-'who were enwrapped in

the Zionist dream; Dr* M.Ja Wissotsfcyfl Dr» Leo Blass^ Dr« Louis G0

, Reynolds^ Dr* Harry PC Jacobson and Dr. George Saylin«

- f Another doctor$ an opto^stristj, Dp. Nathan Saltzman and a house*

wife, lania Bercntt displayed significant leadership in tlie

" : , introduction and expansion of Labor Zionism in Los Angeles,

.- , Besides Mrs* Bereuttj, the only important Zionist leader^ of

: • . ; • this decade, who -was not a doctor was Jacob Alkowtt His work

. resulted in the involvement of Toung pople in Zionism and the

establishment of two Zionist oriented institutions aibned at youth*

X'̂ e Modern Iklzsud ^orah and the Boyle Heights Jerrfish Center were

aot sponsored by the Los Angeles Ziojaist movement but they

Zionist inspired, #81 Doctors Jacobsoa,, Saylin and Reynolds^

3jeadii^ Zionist activi^s took ait important role in the support

. of Jacob Alkows innovative institutionss

,ir Los Angeles movement still showed its insensitivity to the

role of yottth and education in the Zionist endeavor« Fixnd raising

to support world Zionists institutions that was to principally

service overseas Jews^ was its hallmark*

Heverthelessa, with all its inadequacies, the achievements

of this decade made it the high point of the Zionist movement

in Los Angeles»
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Chapter ii«

Rabbinic and Synagogue Involvment in Los Angeles Zionism

story of synagogal and Rabbinic endeavor9 in the beginnings

and growth of Zionism in the Los Angeles area is an interesting one0

It is interesting for reasons of omissions as well as coiraaissions»

The first decade Zionism, of Avat Zion and Y0ung Zionists

Association was predominantly Eastern European. Several prominent

Orthodox "Shul Jews" were also prominent in the early leadership

of these groups*, ĥe first vice president of Avat Z±on9 Lc Hillman

was a cantor and "ehoichet" ( ritual slaughterer) associated with

• the Olive Street Shultf #1 Se Rose., an elected cantor at Beth Israel.

#2 and Abraham Jonah Shapiiq, #3 were other early Zionist activists of this

type prominent in leadership. Since the early Zionist membership was al-

most entirely East-Europeans there was probably a good percentage who were

active in the East European Orthodox synagogues,, Yet$ there were only

two Orthodox Rabbis who played an important role in Zionist causê

Rabbis Isaac Werne and David'I. Essrig* Furthermore^ religious

Zionism, that appealed especially to Orthodox Jews was never really

successful* It was always "the weak horse" of the (Zionist)

Organization,, #U

Why was there such a lack of involvement by the Orthodox synagogues

and by the Rabbis? It was not because of any organized Orthodox

anti-Zionist movement such as the Agudah movement,, The Agudah



did not exist IB Los Angeles« Hiere i-ras not even any unorganised

Orthodox feeling against Zioaisia in Los Angeles, los Angeles

Orthodox circles were generally favorable to the ideac Iet? they

vere predominantly unxnvolveda -5*5

Rabbi Solomon Hechess one of Los Angeles most prominent

Orthodox Rabbis, sys&oli&ed this whole "pheaomenono Habbi Neehss

•tfas instrtzmental in i&e beginnings and growth of two iasportant

Orthodox syiaagogues in Los Angeles* He came to this city \d.th the

reputation as an important Jewish schplaro He was a student of

the greatest Orthodox Zionist philosopher^ the chief Habbi of

Pales tine 9 Ha Rav Abraham Isaac Kook* *6 He T3as active in the

Zionist Orgaiuaation of Aiserica before he came to Los &agelesc

He foxmded the Zionist District in Colui&ms, Ohio0 HQ t?as its

. i'resideat for two years and was elected to the Zionist Congress

at Garlsbado #7 Howeverf vrhen he came to Los A^eles in 19l8s

his Zionist activities djjsdnished« He did not figure prominently

in th© X#s Angeles Zionist movement9 nor did he ertend himself

greatly in aiding that movement^ Iets he remained friendly to

£iotiis& throughout his life,, At times he even took part in so»

ssall actiTil^e -̂ 8

Rabbi Keches8 inactivity and the preponderant lack of activity

of the Orthodox establishments, probably reflects the economics of

Los togelesjj at that tine^ more ihan arsything else«
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Hhe Eastern European immigrant to Los Angeles was concerned

mostly vith himself and his .family. He was busy establishing

hteself in the new environment* His outside involvements were

few because his powers vere concentrated upon his own successB *9

Leadership also did not exist. #10 Rabbi Heches could have

possibly offered that leadership but didn't,, Perhaps^ he was too

greatly involved in his personal success as were others*

Nevertheless,, the Orthodox synagogues and rabbinate were always

pro-Zionist* ?her© «re Eia&y favorable senaoasc ?he synagogues

were often used for Zionist rtsetingss especially in the early days.

Howevery deep involvement remained sx&all» *11 Rabbi Isaac Werne

and Rabbi Bavid Sssrigy r̂ho organized Migrachi Here the only

isaportant exceptions 0

At its onsetj the role of the coaserrative establislnaent

in Zioaism was smich more prononuaeed in both its Rabbiaî

asad lay leadership,, r̂o of the earliest and strongest

Zionist voices that Los Angeles ever produced were Rabbi Isadora

%ers and Doctor louis Gtf Reynoldsc Both of these men were also

prominent in establishing conservative Judaism in Lcs Angeles0

Temple Sinai was that city's first successful conservative

synagogue,, Rabbi Myers TOS elected its original Rabbi at that

time of its establishment and because a spokesman for its

conservative principles* #12 Doctor Reynolds was also tatisately

involved as a lay leader in this ̂



Actually5 Rabbi Myers was first brought to this city from

San Francisco by the Orthodox Congregation*, Beth ̂ srael̂  as that

Congregation's first Rabbi, *lk Neverthelesŝ  he cannot be considered

aa Orthodox Babble He did not stay ̂ ith Beth Israel because of

the antagonisms aroused when ha attempted to introduce Conservative

reforras into the service 0 #15
 when the new Conservative Sinai

...' Congregation was organised soon afterwardŝ  he became its firstif

Rabbi and a, spokesman for Conservatism̂  #16

Rabbi Myerfs work for the Zionist cause and for the Zionist

Organisation̂  as described aboves -was energetic and wholehearted*

- He was a tireless organizer and speaker« He chaired the great

Balfour Day Rally in Clones Auditorium in 1918« *1? He was

proiainent in the Committee that arranged enlistments in the Je?«dsh
•s

- Legion during V̂ orld War lc '->18 He was the principal speaker at

the great Mandate rally in Exposition Park in 1920* #19

His was certainly the outstanding rabbinical voice for the Zionist

cause in Los AngeleSo In fact there were few who matched his

Zionist endeavor in or out of the Rabbinical profession̂  during

: . this tijaee

One of those few was also a conservative leader from Sinai

: Congregation,, Dr0 Louis G* Reynoldse *20 His career in Los

Angeles Zionism was of longer duration and was as truly remarkable

as was that of Rabbi Myers* (Rabbi Ityers death in an auto-

accident in 1923 cut short his services to the Zionist causec)#21

Hsre Reynolds was one of the earliest spokesmen for Zionism in its first
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decade î s Los Angeles^ He introduced the Zionist resolutions at

the great Balfottr Rally of 1918. «22 and the Mandate Bally of

192Q«#23 *Je **as the delegate from Los Angeles at the decisive

Cleveland Corrrention of the Zionist Organisation of America ±n

192lo %-2h He Has one of the irnportant "doctor leaders" of

the "Keren EaTesod" drives of the 1920' s« 2̂$ He was one of the

leaders in the promotion and support of the "Kodern Qklsmd Toraĥ

conciered by tfacob Alkow as a Zionist oriented school^ *26

Dr« Reynolds was also one of the important lay leaders of

S©H5>le Sinai 0

la the roles played by these two important Cemservativ© leaders5

Zionism did recieve great support from the conservative

However, this same type of leadership and stapport was not

reflected to any great extent in their conservative establlshiaeat

contemporaries and successors izntil mach later.

Rabbi %ers -sras associated taith Tsjqjle Sinai for only aix

years,, #27 Sosse of his rabbimc successors identified themselves

as Zionists and performed some services for the mo7esaent« Rabbi

David Idlcnaits • played a role in attempting to organise Had̂ sssh

in Los Angelesa -̂ 28 He was also one of the speakers at the Balfoisr

Mass Meeting in Climes Auditorium that Has chaired by Rabbi !̂ ers0

In addtion to that he used his pen at times to wite for the Zionist



Rabbi Jacob Koha was a member and officer 'of the Los ̂ -ngeles Zionist

District at one t±saev #31
 But$ none of them showed the fervor and

leadership of Rabbi %ers»
i

Rabbi Mayer ̂iakler̂  indeed̂ , demonstrated a certain amount

of antagonism̂  Xhis antagonism was not philosophical

and it did aot become a great ea2apaigna It was basically a fear

that Zionism would interfere in his synagogal domain* #32

In the lay area alsop there were no great contemporaries aa&i

successors to Br« Reynolds trntil smch later*

%e conservative establishment became more like that of the

Orthodox. %ey boiii beeaiae favorably benign tô fard the 2ionist .

3-he great surprise in the field of sysagogal and Rabbinic

support occurred in the Reform aweiaento %s greatest opposition̂

in the United States* toward ̂ ioniem was that of Reform Judaism^

at this tim©e

The basic principles of ̂Heriean Reform, were established

at the Pittsburgh Conference of 1895 e An eight plank platform

was adopted as the fundamental expression of its principles,,

She fifth plank ras very explicit ia rejectiiig the idea of a

Jewish nation and of a return to Palestine. #33

$he Central Conference of -"Saerican Rabbis5 the rabbinic arm

of the Reform moremtot , adopted this platform in its entiretŷ

it was fouiided in 1889« -t resiained the basic stated beliefs



Reform Moveraent until its revision by that organisation

at Coloiribus* Ohio in 1937o *3b

This period of antagonist by the American Reform movement

torards any concept of Jewish peoplehoodp was the time when Zionism was

established in Los Angeles« Strangelyythis deep rooted Reform

antagonism did not really ssaieralise here* On the whole. Reform

was also benign. No great opposition to Zionism developed in Los

Angeles, as in other centers of the Reform moveisente In faet^

gradual3y this benign attitude began to assxoae a more friendly aspect*

She oli line Reform Jews of Los Angeles* original settlers never became

as active in Zionism as the ̂ astern European newcomers^ but there

were soise notable exception̂  Even beyond that$ the "Bnai Brith S&inple18 ̂

the center of Los Angeles old line Raforrâ  often gave its pulpit to

visiting Zionist speakers and lent its facilities for Zionist affairs*

%e seeiaing contradiction between Los Angeles Reform and the

ideological thrust of the general American Reform movement leaves

one to wonder how it ssaterialissedo Perhapŝ  there are several -

explanations*

It is true that the most important opposition to Zionism in the

United States, developed in Reform circles based txpon Reform ideology,,

However^ this opposition usually centered around Teir̂ les which had

strong leadership from a very effective ideological Rabbi. #35



lay leadership of American Reform have rarely been that

ideological* Heform developed in the United States as s, method

of Jewish adjustsient to the general American environment* £

an opportunity # sieved by saany lay Jews to become like everyone

else y yet retain their Jewish identification,, Reform ideology9

principally imported from Germany, was not that all absorbing to

these pragmatic Jews» t̂ became important only when ideological

rabbinical leadership gave true direction towards acceptance of its

philosophical, principles* This occurred in some communities* In

otherŝ  it did note (̂ here were a nuzaber of Reform Habbis at this

time$ notably, Steven S0 ̂ ise, Abba Hillel Silver, Judah Kagness who

gave important leadership to the opposite direction in favor of

Zionism) „ In Los Angeles anti-Zionist Rabbinical leadership dSd

not materializê  Reform reî aiiied a pragmatic movement, it did

not become ideological* Ihe anti-Zionisa of early Reform was not

JUnpressed upon the Los Angeles Reform laity by any dynamc anti»

Zionist leaderships In fact the leadership was predominantly

favorably beaiga.

Eabbi Sigmund Hecht recieved his appointesnt as spiritual

leader of Bnai Brith jfesiple late in 1899̂  as its fourth spiritual

leader* Nevertheless*, he was its first significant reform rabbi#

of iiaportant staturê  His predecessors were Rabbi Abraham Wolf

Edelman^ Habbi Emanttel Ephraisi Schrieber, Fabbi Abraham Blum and Moses

Gc Solomon. Edelbsan̂  Bnai Brith's first Rabbi was traditional and

resigned when the congregation became reform. Schrieber8s tenure at the
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at the congregation was not long because he tried to introduce

extreme reform practices while the Congregation was still in a period

of transition. Solomon's tenure was also short because he, like

Edelman, was too traditional In 1899 &abbi Hecht was brought to Los

Angeles and gave the Bnai Brith Temple its first enduring reform

rabbinical leadership0

Previous to his coming to Los Angeles^ Dr« Hecht expressed himself

several times as a true ideological Reformer., alive to the anti-

Zionist philosophy of the Pittsburgh Platform* In an article that

he wrote for the Milwaukee Journal on November 30, 1890̂  he was

very explicit. He wrote that, *f ^ the mere suggestion " of

the " establishment of a separate arid independent Jewish

Kingdom " is little short of treason, " „ #36

AS late as September 23s 1897$ two years before'he came to Los

Angeles^ Dr. Hecht attacked Herzl's Zionist movement on the pages

of "Ihe American Israelite,#37 However,, after he came to Los Angeles5

these antî Zionist expressions of the true believer disappeared,,

There is no trace of any attack by Dr* Hecht against Zionist principles

or Zionist organisations9 institutions or leadership in Los Angeles

or elsewhere after his advent to the Los Angeles scene» #38 In fact5

the Rabbi made an appearance and gave a short address to the first

great Zionist Mass Rally on Balfour Day at Clunes Auditorium on

January 27* 1918» #39 %3-s rally was staged by the Zionist movement

to celebrate the greatest Zionist achievement to



that date$ the acquistition of the legal right of Jews to Palestine«

Tfce appearance and the Hell wishes of Dr» Hecht denoted a

considerable change in attitude since his coming to Los Angeles*

Perhaps there were several reasons for this change« Los Angeles
f

Bnai Brith Tersple was far removed from Reform ideoligical heartland*

Its most important lay leader of this period was Bre David W0 EdelKatî

the son of the forsier Kabbi« *UO Dr. Edelman had strong Jewish

ethnic roots and later becssae a proclaimed Zionist,, -K-Ul* Ifo© Itemple

had previously rejected another Reform Rabbi? Rabbi Schrieber̂

vho was too enthusiastic in his Reform ideologŷ  Tb±& laHieu

Eight have made an impression on Dr* Kecht. Alsô  World War 1

broke ont in Eî rope, during the period of BTO Hechts service to the

Templee In that conflagration̂  the Jewish populations in Etirope

suffered tyemendonsly* Few sensitive Jews in the United States could

feel antagonistic to any plan that could offer hope to these

European Jews* Zionism could be better tolerated. Indeed̂  it was

in 1918? shortly after the war, that Brc Hecht appeared on a Zionist

platform at a Zionist rally*

The •unusual tolerance and receptivity of the Brjai Brith Temple

and the Los Angeles Reform movement was due more to the advent of the

influence of Dr» Hscht's new young associate in 191k rather than

himself« *U2 In that year the Temple hired Dr« Edger Fogel Magnin

froia a pulpit in Stockton, California for spiritual leadership with Dr

Hecht vho had reached the age of siaty five* *k3



He very early became a strong influence in the Temple 0

Magnin was from a conservative, ethnic background* #U5 He was

sympathetic and helpful to American "philanthropic Zionism" •

Under Br« Magnin1s leadership, the pulpit of the Bnai Brith Temple

was offered to every important Zionist speaker who came to Los

Angelese *i|6 - Anti-Zionist speakers were never offered that

forum. ->*iiT Hadassaĥ  the leading Women1 & Zionist Organization

began its development at the Temple during Dr« Magnin's early

leadershipe %e Hathan Straus Palestine Society# which

represented the involvement of "establishment" German Jews in

the support of the Palestinian Jewish settlements also developed in

and around the Temple during Dr. Magnin's leader ship „

Dr« Magnin influenced Marco Newmark^ a leader of Los Angeles

establishment Jewss from a most prestigious family, to become active

in Zionist affairs., ̂8 Dr« Magnin even became somewhat involved in

the Zionist movement himself. #U9 Under this kind of leadership it was

impossible for any strong anti-Zionst spirit to develop in the

Bnai Brith 3emplee Since that Temple was the epicenter of the Los

Angeles Reform movement it was impossible for anti-Zionism to make

any real inroads. Thus it remained that no real opposition to Zionism

ever developed in Los Angeles* -*he Bnai Brith Temple and Dr0

Edgar F« Magnin played leading roles in this manifestation*
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Chapter £„

A Summation

"Zionism", the essential Jewish Nationalist movement was

fundamentally different, from the other historic modern secular Jewish

philosophies of "Emancipation" and "Autonomism" * It was not only

different but it was opposed. In other places, in the United States

and elsewhere, heated and fervent contest was made* Ihe heart and

soul of the Jewish people was the prize*

In contradistinction from emancipation, Zionism maintained and

promoted the nationality of the Jewish people against the purely

religious identification of Jews* In regard to fellow Jews,

Zionism had no patience with such terms as "co-religionists"

"Americans (or Germans or Poles) of Mosaic persuasion" „ It insisted that

Jews were a "nation" * It established schools to teach the national

culture and their version of the national language to the young»

Youth groups were established to instil nationalist enthusiam in the

young and direct them to "Aliyah", emigration to the National homelande

Youth camps were established to increase that enthusiasm. Preparation

farms were established to practically prepare them for emigration

and a new agricultural life. New social forms such as the Kibbutz and

the Moshav were innovated to make possible a Zionist emigration

to the Homeland* International funding institutions, such as the



Jewish National ̂ imd and the Fotmdatioa Fund were established to finance

the upbuilding of the National homelâ sd and to centrally direct

its course* Sie Jewish nation was to be normalised by having

the National hojneland reestablished^ Hebrew literature along

id.th other forms of cultural expression vere promoted to provide

for modern continuity of the Jewish national culture,* Ihere

was a distinct, pronounced, difference between the Zionists

and the emancipationists, Sfcey were in competition for Jewish

allegiance * In some places this philosophical contest became

very fierce0

The same struggle for the heart and sonl of the Jewish

masses was undertaken against "autonomism"* %is Has truef

especially, in autonosdsm1 s strongest luanifestation, the

"AlgeBieiner Yiddisher Arbeiters Bundc" Even thotigh both

movements looked upon the Jews as a peoplê  they \-?ere yet

antagonists. The A-atonosasts percieved the Jewish people as an

ethnic groups not a nation̂  with prisaary allegiance to the

countries of its inhabitance, llie Bmidists used the terra

"Doyich Keit", "hereness" to emphasise the difference vith

Zionism %ey rejected the concept of a "National home" thus

nationality B Ihey did believe $ however., that Jews constituted an

ethnic group vrith a language (Yiddish) ̂  culture. and heritage

to preserve and continue.
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autonomists also claiined the right of self regulation of

this ethnic conammity under the governstent of the State with

ethnic representation in the social and political makeup of the

Zionist perception of the Jewish people was considerably different*

Zionist agreed with the autonomsts that the Jews were a people*

However $ the Zionists felt that they were much more than an ethnic

group owing primary allegiance to their countries of inhabitancetf

l̂ e Zionists felt that Jews constituted an authentic nation

in the abnormal condition of exilê  in lands that were not

their own0 Shey believed that this exile had to be reversed and

then the Jewish nation had to return to its own land* Ŵ ile in esile5

Zionism, supported ethnic 9 eorarrainal̂  institutions such as a school
i

systs% an organized Jewish folk communitŷ  youth eajnpŝ  Jewish

ethnic minority representation in a non Jewish government. However^

these ethnic mnife stations envisioned as temporary and they were

adopted for three basic reasons? la) To promote the continuity of the

Jewish national culture e 2«) 3b indoctrinate a national orientation /

into the young, 3*) ̂ o fulfuill the needs of the Jewish people in the

Diaspora in preparation for their return to "Ereta Yisraelj" the

homeland̂

The ultimate direction of the Zionist movement was Jewish return to

"Erets Yisrael", the Land of Israel* All other ethnic programs
i

were palliative and temporary *



She vital differeane between the two "folk movements" can

be seen in the languages each claimed as the basic neans

in which Jewish culture -was transmitted and would be transmitted*

%e Bunds the largest and most influential̂  Autonomist movement5

stated that Yiddisĥ  the Eastern European Jewish vernacular was this cul~

tural vehicle» Bundists schools and cultural institutions were predicated

•opon that language* 3he Zionists recognised "Hebrew" as the cultural

vehicle of the Jewish people,, Their schools and cultural institutions

were predicated upon that ancient, non European language. IMs

i?as true even though Hebrew was not predominantly spoken by the

masses in the street*,

Bundist rejection of Hebrew showed its basic distance

. from not only the non-European history of the Jewish people but

t&e treasury of Jewish culture encapsulated in Hebrew,

That ancient language preexisted any Yiddish saanife stations by

thousands of years* In Bundist formulation, the Jewish people was

basically a Yiddish speaking people, predominantly of Eastern Europe«

Ongoing Jewish culture -was the cult-ore associated -with that languagej,

the vernacular of the East European msses<? In that manifestation

it was only a few centuries oldc Modern Jewish literature. was

fundamentally that which was written in the Yiddish language*

This literature did not exist, to any great extent before the

nineteenth century,, *2



Zionism did not liutrLt the Jewish people to the Yiddish speaking

people from Eastern Europe* Western and Sephardic Jews *4of Spanish

and Oriental heritagê were also considered members of the Jemsh

nation* Jewish culture in their eyes was a heritage of thousands of

years e, It was not merely a few centuries old» Ths literature of

the Jemsh heritage pre-dated the nineteeth century before the

common eras not merely the nineteeth century of the cowtmon era* In

Zionist formulation the language of the Jewish nation Has constant and

eternal* It was the Hebrew language,. Other languages such as Yiddisĥ

LadinQs Aramaic $ Judeo-Persian having existed and having played

an important role in parochial Jewish culturê , often not shared

"by the entire Jewish people«, However $ the basic Jewish culture

shared by all Jews was looked upon as having been transmitted through

Hebrew*, Zionists considered the Jenish people as a nation, not

aa ethnic group̂  with a need to reestablish its land to become a
»

healthy nation once again*

As in its contest with the ideas and orientations of Emancipation̂ ,

'Zionisms differences with Autonpnac thinM.ng was sharpffl

Curiously,, when we trace the history of the formative years

of Zionism in Los Angeles we discover that this contest between

Zionism and the other two philosophies were really not so sharp here*

Indeed, sometimes? the distinctions between theia vras not even clear*

Ibis is all the more unusual because these were the forrftative years
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of American Zionism in general and Los Angeless in particular̂  De«-

partures and differences should have been sharply apparent*

The reform temple, historically had been the Jewish institution

aiost corapQ.'fc'ted to the philosophy of "emancipation"a American

reform identified Jews$ officially as a religious conraunity%

no longer a nation.n *3 Nations-ride, at the turn of the eentwy

precisely when Zionisra was beginning in Los Angelŝ  official

Reform announced its deep antipathy to the basic concepts of

Zionism,, In the Pittsburgh Platform of 189$ Keforsi rejected the

Zionist philosophy in clear unequivocal terms* It abjured any

expectation "of a return to Palestine" or "the restoration of any

of the laws concerning the Jewish statep" *k Zionism must have been

a tremendous concern to those devotees of "Emancipation".

The incorporation of its castigation into the tasic platform of

principles of American Reform Judaism., indicated this*

let̂  ther© was no real demonstration of this antagonism

by Reform in Los Angeles, vhen Los Angeles Zionism was born* Ho

attacks against Zionism appeared in the newspapers« No debates

took place on eatnpuses or elsewhere. No broadsides attacking

Zionism wsre printed* Rabbis did not attack Zionism in the temple*

Congregations were not instructed to boycott meetings and to refuse

financial contributions. In fact, from the period of World War 1 on,

Baai Brith Teraple, as demonstrated in the precious chapter^ was
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favorably benign toward Zionism* this ̂ ras extremely significant

because this Has the institution which was not only dominant ±n

th© los Angeles Reform1' wovesnsnfcj but it was also ertresaaly

influential in the organised general Jewish eoranai#ity«#

These representatives of Emancipation were not against the incipient

Los Aageles Zionist movement* %ey did not seem to care too much*

seemed to have displayed a benign acceptance of Zionism in the guise of

philanthropy* Historically, emancipationist antagonism occured in

cpmnzosities where there was Reform synagogal anti-Zionist leadership,,

In Los Angeles, the basic Reform leadership was benignedl̂ r favorable.

Ifee Reform synagogue itself9 in Los Angeles, was a sociological

phenomenon9 not a philosophical one0 Membership xras not highly concerned

•Kith the principles of Reform* 3&ey ranted a'means of Jewish

identification -without the burden of religious dutieŝ  Ibis was not

sufficient to bring them to the battlefield for true Reform principles,

when they were being contested,*, When their leadership, much of whom

caine from a conservative and orthodox background̂  displayed a mildly-

favorable stancê  they toe looked upon Zionism favorably, basically

as a charity oriented toward East European Jews* #5

Autonomist, Bundists thinking vas represented in the United

Statess and Los Angeles in the "Arbitier Ring% the "Workman's

Circlê " «6 %Ls organisation promoted the socialist, ethnic,

Yiddish, non religious orientation associated with the Bund in Eastern
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Btsrope, they 'regarded Yiddish as the cultural language of the

peoplê , as did the "Bund11 they promoted the poetry and literature

of that language e As did the "Bund" they btd.lt schools and other

institutions to insure the ongoing of Yiddish culture « As did the

«Bund% they promoted socialism®

In Eastern Europe and elsewhere, Zionisia and the Bundist thinking

were at logger heads. In Los Angeles , again, that did not develop®

No struggle developed between Zionist groups and the "Workmen's

Girdle" o lh© only form of antagonism, that this historic confrontation

took was the original inaccessibility of Workmen's CireHs groups to

Zionist speakers and causes* This inaccessability also gradually

disappeared* Labor Zionist speakers from the Kistadrut cainpaign
V

finally gained entrance and gradual support from Workmen's Circle

laerribers and groups » #7 3he historic struggle again did not

threat of a Zionist displacement from ̂ mericâ  of a people

already displaced, apparently did not seem so three tening* The lands

of Bundist "Boyichkeit" ̂ eres after allj Russia and Poland^ not the

United States* A branch of Zionism, Poalei Zicn,also stressed the

form of Jewish democratic-socialism in which the Riernbers of the

Ring believed0 Although Zionist̂  Poalei Zion \*as,like them, also

Yiddish oriented̂

Poalei Zion and Arbetier Ring Socialists u»ere likewise both



in the Unionŝ  especially the International Ladies

Workers and the Amalgamated Clothing Workers* Sheir participation

in joint endeavours on the ̂ n̂ riean scene bred fairriliarity and

lessened distrust,, Ihe Arbeiter Hing Jews, like the Reformers, also

lost any feeling toward active opposition against Zionism. Like the

emancipationist reformers, again^ they became benignly supportive of

Zionist institutions»

la tmthj early Los Angeles ̂ ionism itself engendered little

antagonism* Bundists and former Bundists were not antagonised for

reasons stated above,, Emancipationists also had little reason

for any real antagonism*, Zionism's "nationalism" which distinguished

it from emancipationist was greatly diluted in Los Angeles*

wAliyahft 5 emigration to the national homeland was not promot6d<»

Zionist schools to indoctrinate nationalise were not originated nor

supported by the Los Angeles Zionist movement (althougĥ  as noted̂

there was some activity in that direction by individual Zionists) 0

Political moTretsents designating priraary Jewish locality to the nascent

honeland did not esistc Indeed Zionist work consisted primarily of

raising funds to support the settlement of other Jews from lands

of oppression to the Homeland* This could, very easilŷ  ̂ ^

looked \spon as another form of philanthropy $ not offensive to

emancipationists* In fact the original eally by Victor Harriŝ  to

establish a "Zion Society*1 really established this philanthropic

orientation of Zionism as described in Chapter 1 of this papere
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Ihe call was for establishing a society for the purpose of

colonising "our downtrodden coreligionistse" This is hardly an

expression of vigourous nationalism that would antagonise emancipa-

tionists«

3his blandness, this lack of fire that developed in early

Los Angeles, amongst all Jewish secular movements s presaged a

similar phenomenon that affected the. secular Jewish philosophies

and movements in the country as a whole e All American Jews are

emancipationists in that they want Jews to be treated as individuals in

this country. All American Jews are autonomists in that they recognise

an ethnic element in American Jewish life« All American Jews are

Zionists in that they recognise a special relationship with Israel

and further recognise a commitment to support the Jewish statee

This American Jewish phenomenon was forecast in the early

Los Angeles e:xperiencec Ihe direction that was early portrayed

by Jewish Los Angeles^ was the direction which the entire American

Jewish community took, \e three basic secular trends of

Emancipation Autonomism and Zionism became increasingly homogenized

in early Los Angeles0 This can be seen in the history of one of

these movements9 Zionism9 in that city* It seems apparent today

that this homogenisation of the three secular philosophies has

also become a distinctive feature of the entire American Jewish

Comrcunitye
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